
MATCH REPORT 

Northern Lights U13 (78) vs Willoughby Wildcats (25) 
ROUND 6 – 19 May 2019 
Rofe Park, Hornsby Heights 

First Quarter 

The boys had plenty of confidence after their win last week and started the game firing on all 
cylinders. 

Lukas combined well with Jaeden who found Blake on a lead for the opening goal.  

Lukas was everywhere with some great support from Kieran and Jack led to a great goal by Lukas. 

Damien was hard at the ball in every contest with his 2nd & 3rd efforts being rewarded. 

Jake was rock solid at the back with a great intercept mark and was ably supported by Toby M and 
Hugo. 

Some great team work by Cooper set up a goal for Blake with a snap as Blake finished the quarter 
with a couple of goals 

The boys worked hard in defence and managed to kept Willoughby scoreless. 

Second Quarter 

Willoughby came out with more intensity in the second quarter from the opening bounce. The 
defence was under pressure most of the quarter. 

Toby R was like a brick wall at the back and took some great marks. Harley’s pressure was of a high 
standard and his tackling was outstanding. Will was also impressive with his intercept marking. 

Jake, Toby M, Hugo, Blake and Lukas all worked well down back.  

Max was winning plenty of the ruck contests but the boys were unable to get much going forward.  

It was a scrappy quarter but the good news was they kept Willoughby scoreless for another quarter. 

3rd Quarter 

The boys got back in their rhythm in the 3rd quarter. Tim took a great mark which saw an early goal. 

Juan also took a great mark which led to another goal. The forward line found their mojo again. 
Hugh was finding plenty of space to set up his team mates.  

Toby M had a great quarter doing a lot of the team things with his pressure in the contest helping his 
teammates with some great shepherds and marks. 

Jack was hard at the contest putting his body on the line against much bigger opponents. 

Tom won a decisive contest which led to so some great teamwork with Harley, Jack, Kieran and Tim 
for a great team goal. 

Juan with a great mark under pressure. Blake led hard at the goal and kicked a great goal from a 
tough angle. 



The boys had built an unassailable lead going into the final quarter. 

4th Quarter 

The boys did not let up in the final quarter. Damian and Kieran continued to be hard at it and was 
running with the same enthusiasm as the first quarter. 

Jake was dominant down back and set up many plays. He was ably supported by Jack, Toby R and 
Will. 

Jaeden found plenty of space setting up his forward line. 

Lukas was still everywhere on the field. Blake up forward was unstoppable with great support from 
Hugh, Cooper, Max and Tim. 

A couple of late goals to Willoughby but the team totally dominated. 

Blake with 5 goals was a reward for his hard efforts. This was helped by repeat forward entries from 
Jeaden, Harley, Tom, Juan, both Tobys and Lukas. 

Credit to the boys’ attitude and the coaching team for keeping the boys positive after a tough start 
to the season. 

There are a few areas to work on but they are growing in confidence each week. Well done team! 

 

¼ by ¼: 1st Qtr 3:4 22 to Nil, 2nd Qtr 3:4 22 to Nil, 3rd Qtr 6:4 40 to 1:0 6, 4th Qtr 8:6 54 to 3:3 21 

 

Goals: Blake W (5), Tim (1), Harley (1), Lukas (1) 

 

Report by: Parent - Chris Heyes 

 


